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Product Description

● Orange wire connect to ACC

● Black wire connect to power "-"

● Red wire connect to power "+"

● Yellow wire is connect to Relay.

ACC function is used to detect the ON/OFF state 
of the car engine. lf the ACC is not connected, it 
will not affect the normal use of the tracker



Real-time Tracking Anywhere and Anytime

● With SinoTrack gps tracker device, easily to check your 
cars, teenagers, workers in real time. Connecting 
device to your car and know your cars real-time 
location, trip histories, driving habits, etc. The ST-901L 
4g GPS location tracker use about 30MB data per 
month. It built-in 150 mAh backup battery, When the 
engine starts will charging. Or you can connect it to 
your car battery directly, it will always online no worry 
outage.

● The ST-901L 4g gps tracker is compatible with any 
Smartphone, tablet, computer, etc. You can login to 
your account and track the car on Google maps via our 
free tracking platform anytime and anywhere. Never 
worry where your car, teenager or loved ones are. It 
can monitor if they’re safe.



1. Build-in GPS Vehicles locator
2. Support LTE-FDD B1/B2/B3/B4/B5/B7/B8/B28/B66 GSM 

850/900/1800/1900MHz
3. Support track the real time address by google link
4. Built in battery 150 mAh
5. Support Geo Fence Alarm
6. Support single location
7. Support Over Speed Alarm
8. Support Low Power Alarm
9. Waterproof

10. With ACC to detect ignition

Functions

Cut engine OFF function( Relay include and you need to connect it so that you can use this function)



How To Use GPS Tracker ST-901 

APPLICATION Tracking (Mobile APP):

You can search SinoTrack PRO on APP Store (iOS) 
or Google Play (Android) Or Download from the QR 
Code:

Platform: www.sinotrackpro.com
User name: ID number on the tracker
Password: 123456

Server: SinoTrackPRO
User Name: ID number on tracker
Password: 123456

http://www.sinotrackpro.com


How To Use GPS Tracker ST-901 

● Choose GSM card, it should be Normal SIM card, without PIN code.
● Open the top cover of tracker by screw.
● Proper insert GSM card, the tracker will start, connect external power supply.
● Put device outside around 30s, LED lights will keep lighting on stands for

device can work normally.
● Dialing device number, it will hang up and reply tracking message with valid Lon and 

lat.
● Please send SMS to tracker to set the APN: (the yellow      place is BLANK)

SMS: 8030000 APN



Send SMS to set trackers to our server:

SMS: 8040000 45.112.204.245 8090

● If you set ok of all, you can track it online.
If the device is not online, please check device setting, send: RCONF to device, It will reply the 
setting.

1. The APN is correct;
2. The IP and Port is correct;
3. The ID on platform is correct;
4. The device working model, (SMS model or GPRS model)

How To Use GPS Tracker ST-901 



Installation
● The GPS antenna side should towards to clear sky.

(Can’t put under Metal, but Glass and Plastic is ok)

● Connect the wires:



When the car was stolen, can control your car remotely on your phone, cut the engine by sending SMS 
command, the vehicle will stop move until it received SMS command 9400000 prevent theft of your car on 
the parking lot. (the car will stop within 10-20 sec)

Remotely Cut Off Fuel

This ST-901L 4G gps tracker for vehicles is include 
relay, when you found your car was stolen, you can 
control your car remotely on your phone, cut the engine 
by sending SMS command, the vehicle will stop move 
until it received your SMS command “9400000”, prevent 
theft of your car on the parking lot.(The car will stop 
within 10-20 sec when it get sms command)

Recover command:9410000



More Details

Easy to Install

The ST-901L 4g GPS tracker include 2G and 4G networks.When you 
active your tracker,then you can connect to the car. Orange wire 
connect to ACC ( ACC Alarm,it can check the engine OFF/ON. If you 
don’t want connect, it does not affect the use of tracker); Black wire 
connect to power “-”; Red wire connect to power “+”.Yellow wire is 
connect to Relay.

Waterproof GPS Tracker for Cars

Waterproof material, added dense design and deeply waterproof, 
could prevent rain and dirt. It also prevent any bad environment. It is 
suitable for outdoor use.(Attention: Please don’t put into water 
directly)



More Details

History Route Playback

Using our sinotrackpro tracking platform provides history reports mapping all 
past locations, speed, addresses with dates and times via Web / App 
anytime and anywhere. Sinotrackpro gps tracking platform updates every 30 
seconds gives you a real-time view of what happened for anytime.

Know where your Loved ones

Install it in your teen, daughter and loved one’s vehicle to monitor speeding 
and safe driving. You can login to our tracking platform to check where they 
are. If your father too far away from his home and into a potentially 
dangerous situation, you can find him immediately anytime and anywhere.



● How much is it a month?

Our tracking platform for free to use life time. But you need to buy a local SIM card with 3G 
network. If you live in America, we recommand Speed Talk SIM card, monthly $5.
the tracker use 30MB data per month.

● Do you have to use the other wiring or can you just hook up power for GPS only?

You do not need other auxiliary lines.
If you don't want to use ACC and cut engine off function. Then you only need to connect the 
power cable, that is, connect the red wire to the positive pole of the car power supply and the 
black wire to the negative pole of the car power supply
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● Does it work in palestine since we have only 3g network?

The tracker only work in 4G and 2g network.
The tracker not include 3G network.

● I have multiple gps tracker, can I connect them in one account?

Yes they mention in the manual if you email them with the list of tracker IDs and a desired 
username they will consolidate them to a single account.
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